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Now What? How Can Diverse 
Candidates Succeed and Thrive in 

Healthcare Management

Faculty
 David Tapia, FACHE, FHIMSS, Senior Consultant, Freed Associates

Learning Objectives
 Why diversity candidates are ideally suited to healthcare leadership.
 How to plan a career in healthcare leadership.

Agenda
• This presentation will begin with a review of the strengths and areas for development common to many 

diversity candidates. The program will highlight fundamental skills for achieving the goal of career 
progression and success within the healthcare field. It will discuss how success in the healthcare arena 
can lead to opportunities in consulting and why diversity candidates have such a strong impact on 
diversity communities they serve despite of the disparities that exist in the health of these populations. 
Practical tools (interviewing, branding, networking, management, leadership), programs (ACHE Dolan 
Program, NAHSE, NFLHE) and skills for career planning and growth (self assessments and mentoring) 
will be reviewed. The session will end with questions from the audience. 
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Disclosure of Relevant
Financial Relationships
• The following faculty of this continuing education activity has no 

relevant financial relationships with commercial interests to 
disclose:
– David Tapia, FACHE, FHIMSS

• Senior Consultant – Freed Associates
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Diversity in Healthcare Leadership
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 Healthcare providers are providing care 
to a more culturally diverse patient 
population without the training to do so 
effectively

Why is diversity in healthcare leadership important?

Patient Population

Cost

Outcomes

Breaking Barriers

Patient Population

Cost

Outcomes

Breaking Barriers

 Culturally insensitive health care is 
major contributor to costly health care 
disparities in our country

Why is diversity in healthcare leadership important?
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Patient Population

Cost

Outcomes

Breaking Barriers

 Racial/ethnic minorities and individuals 
with low household incomes are more 
likely to experience culturally 
insensitive health care and 
dissatisfaction, resulting in poorer 
health outcomes

Why is diversity in healthcare leadership important?

Patient Population

Cost

Outcomes

Breaking Barriers

 Organizational barriers include 
leadership and workforce minority 
representation

 Structural and clinical barriers 

Why is diversity in healthcare leadership important?
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Representation matters

Reduction of coronary bypass 
surgery in black patients130% 

2.5x

62% 

Increase in infant mortality rates for 
black women1

HCOs with high executive diversity 
have the highest likelihood of 
outperformance on profitability2

Healthcare organizations must be culturally sensitive to the 
communities they serve to provide patient-centered care

Source: 1 UC Denver Study “Diversity improves performance and outcomes
2 McKinsey & Co “Diversity wins: How inclusion matters”

47%
Nonprofit hospital 

boards had no 
racial/ethnic 
minorities 

28%
Hospital C-suite 

hires were women 
in 2014

42%
of White men were 

expected to be 
CEO in next 5 yrs

ACHE Race/Ethnicity 2014 StudyWomen’s Leadership Center, 
Kennesaw State UniversityAHA Institute for Diversity in Health 

Management
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ACHE Membership Database
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1% 2%
4%

3%

51%

39%

Identified as Chief or SVP

American Indian Asian Black Hispanic White Not provided

n= 11,595

My Journey
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• Mexican American 5th Generation Texan
• Parents were civil service blue-collar workers
• My father earned his degree 6 months before I did at age 55
• Earned my MBA with concentration in healthcare management in 2008

• Family message: Education is power that no one can take away! 
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Types of Bias

* Ross, Howard. Everyday Bias: Further Explorations into How the Unconscious Mind Shapes our World at Work. 13

Implicit Bias

• Heuristics
• Diagnosis Bias
• Pattern Recognition
• Automatic Perception
• Selective Attention
• Stereotype Threat

Explicit Bias

• Value Attribution
• Confirmational Bias
• Priming Effect
• Commitment Confirmation
• Commitment Confirmation
• Anchoring Bias

PAUSE
• Pay attention to what’s actually 

happening, beneath the judgments 
and assessments.

• Acknowledge your own reactions, 
interpretations, and judgements.

• Understand the other possible 
reactions, interpretations, and 
judgments that may be possible.

• Search for the most constructive, 
empowering, or productive way to 
deal with the situation.

• Execute your plan.

14* Ross, Howard. Everyday Bias: Further Explorations into How the Unconscious Mind Shapes our World at Work. 
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A New Direction

“Stop figuring out where you 
are at. Figure out where they 
are at and bring them to you.”

-Sanders, Dale MD. 
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Do You Have a Plan?

• Strategic plan
• Objective check points
• What do you like?
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Networking

#
Step out of your comfort zone

#
Have your contact 
info available

#
Goal: Help others

#

Rule #1,2,3…
Networking does not occur at 
the time when you need 
something

Always be positive
How to Win Friends & 
Influence People: Dale 
Carnegie

# #

Volunteer, Volunteer, 
Volunteer

FOLLOW UP!
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Where to Begin

Myers Briggs
Disc
 360’s
Mentors
Sponsors
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Where to Begin

• Find your why
• Professional training
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Challenges

• Mentors/Sponsors
• Culture of no
• Outsider status
• Comfort asking for 

help
• Self-promotion
• Self-imposed 

limitations
• Finding your identity
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Interviewing

• Homework
• PRACTICE
• Timing
• Presentation
• Follow-up
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Branding

• The image you present and the 
messages you send

• Your unique combination of 
special skills, talents, values, and 
qualities

• Your strengths, passions, 
experiences, and 
accomplishments which contribute 
to your successes

• Your personal philosophies
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Goal 

To be remembered for who you 
are, the values for which you 
stand, and the attributes you 

bring to the professional world!
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Presentation Skills/Executive Presence

• Are great presenters born or 
made?

• Is presentation a required skill 
in healthcare?
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Leadership Programs

• ACHE Dolan Program
• NAHSE
• NAFLHE
• MBA/MMM/MHA
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Time Management 
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Time Management 
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Faculty Biography & Contact Info
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David Tapia, FACHE, FHIMSS is a Senior Consultant at Freed Associates. His focus has been on strategy, digital 
transformation, and post-acute consulting. He is nationally recognized and is part of the Innovate Post-Acute 
educational series and has spoken to thousands of healthcare professionals across the nation. David has been a serial 
entrepreneur and Founder of Exegete Healthcare International LLC.

David holds a Bachelor of Arts in Anthropology from Texas A&M University and a Master of Business Administration with 
a concentration in Healthcare Management from Our Lady of the Lake University. He is a Fellow of the American 
College of Healthcare Executives (ACHE) and is board certified in healthcare management. He is a Director-at-Large on 
the Board of the South Texas Chapter of the American College of Healthcare Executives. He serves as an Adjunct 
Professor at Our Lady of the Lake University where he teaches courses in Healthcare Management. David teaches with 
an emphasis in the principles of servant leadership and sound organizational strategy. Besides consulting and 
academia, David spends time with his family and spends time on his other passions: coffee, cooking and Aggie football.

210.391.3461
dat@freedassociates.com
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Evaluate This Session
• Download the ACHE 365 

mobile app
• Select Congress
• Go to My Schedule
• Find your session and click 

arrow at right
• Click Evaluate Session 

icon
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Thank You
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